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Attendees
The following members were present:
- Stefan Ebeling (BMW AG)
- David Schumm (Daimler AG)
- Stefan Wartini (Müller-BBM VibroAkustik Systeme GmbH)
- Angelika Wittek (openMDM Toolkit Manager)

Topics

Dev Team
The latest just released milestone 5.2.0 M1 contains the–built by Peak–contribution from BMW.

A dry run of the Git repository migration was successful–some missing rights will be granted temporarily by the Eclipse Admins. The next steps will be:
1. Adapt build scripts
2. Merge the module openmdm-default into openmdm-api.
3. Create a separate module for the web gui.

Working Group
The workshop “OpenMDM/OpenADx” is scheduled for June, 17th and 18th in the afternoon as an online meeting.

On July, 16th the general OpenMDM meeting will be held as an online meeting as well. Audi and Daimler will switch their steering membership to a standard one. That’s why an update for the AC charter might be necessary: Currently only steering members may send a delegate into the AC. Or we will invite guests on a regular basis.

Next call
The next AC call is scheduled for June 19th 2020. Stay healthy!